NOTES:
1. USE 2" PC FROM EACH SIGNAL "C" SIZE JUNCTION BOX TO EACH SIGNAL POLE BASE. THE FULL SHALL BE 2 CONDUCTOR CABLES FOR VEHICLE "A", "C", PED cEterran, PANEL 3 WITH PUSHBUTTONS 2 AND 2 CONDUCTOR CABLES FOR PREEMPT INDICATORS TO BE IN 19-1 OR 20-1 TYPE CABLES. UNUSED CONDUCTORS SHALL BE RETAINED FULL LENGTH.
2. NON-METALLIC RACEWAYS SHALL HAVE A 15" THAN GROUND CONDUCTOR.
3. SIGNAL INTERSECTION PLAN SHEET FOR LOCATION OF JUNCTION BOXES.
4. PREDICTION RUSHBUTTON WIRING IS TO BE INSTALLED AS PER MANUFACTURER'S INSTRUCTIONS.

Denotes conduit size and type.

Denotes number of conductors and/or cable(s) per conduit.

White = Current power cables. See visible detection sheet for termination.